Introduction.
We present ExonHunter, a new and comprehensive gene finder system that outperforms existing systems, featuring several new ideas and approaches. Our system combines numerous sources of information (genomic sequences, ESTs, and protein databases of related species) into a gene finder based on a hidden Markov model in a novel and systematic way. In our framework, various sources of information are expressed as advisors-partial probabilistic statements about positions in the sequence and their annotation. We then combine these into the final prediction via a quadratic programming method, which we show is an extension of existing methods. Allowing only partial statements is key to our transparent handling of missing information and coping with the heterogeneous character of individual sources of information. As well, we give a new method for modeling length distribution of intergenic regions in hidden Markov models.
On a commonly used test set, ExonHunter performs significantly better than the existing gene finders ROSETTA, SLAM, or TWINSCAN, with more than two thirds of genes predicted completely correctly. Supplementary material is available at http://www.bioinformatics. uwaterloo.ca/supplements/05eh/ 2 Results. Table 1 shows the comparison of ExonHunter with other gene finding programs evaluated by [Alexandersson et al., 2003 ] on the ROSETTA data set. ExonHunter used advisors based on human and mouse ESTs, human, mouse, and chicken protein alignments, and mouse and Drosophila genome-genome comparison. We have outperformed all other tested programs at both exon and nucleotide levels, except for nucleotide specificity. At the gene level, ExonHunter identifies more than two thirds of genes in the data set completely correctly.
One could object to this test since many of the genes in the ROSETTA set are also found in the database of human ESTs or proteins. Therefore, we also evaluated the program without advisors based on human information. We still maintain the highest sensitivity on both exon and nucleotide levels, with only a 2% drop in exon specificity; the change mostly affects the gene statistics. 3 Methods.
GN
Gene finding seeks to label each position in a given DNA sequence as intergenic, intron, exon (in six different reading frames), donor site, acceptor site, start codon, or stop codon. An HMM for gene finding defines a conditional probability distribution over all possible annotations (sequences of labels) of a specific sequence. To predict genes using an HMM, we find the annotation A * that maximizes Pr(A * |sequence ). To combine an HMM with other supplementary sources of evidence (genome-genome sequence comparison, EST or protein alignments, etc.), we express each source of evidence as one or several advisors. An advisor provides a partial information about probabilities of individual labels. The granularity of this information is determined by the nature of the source of evidence. For example, EST match does not help to predict reading frame of an exon.
Definition 1 (Advice of an advisor). Let Σ be the set of labels. The advice of advisor a at position i is a partition πa of the set Σ and a probability distribution pa(S) over all partition elements S ∈ πa. The value pa(S) is an estimate of the probability that the correct label at position i is in set S, given the information available to advisor a.
Advice of all advisors is combined using quadratic programming, extending linear opinion pool method [Tax et al., 2000] commonly used to combine predictions without making independence assumptions about the sources of the information. The resulting probability distribution Pr(A|evidence) is combined with Pr(A|sequence ) with Bayesian principles, and we find the annotation A * maximizing Pr(A * |sequence , evidence).
